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Texport Fire Recon THL Suit
17142GBB-HI.VIS

The requirements and deployment scenarios for technical assistance, and the associated use of light protective
clothing, is increasing significantly. With its brand-new FIRE RECON THL series, TEXPORT® offers the highest technical
standard available today and raises the bar in terms of comfort and fit.

The single-layer construction ensures excellent breathability. This is especially important for optimally wicking
moisture, such as sweat, away from the body, thereby maintaining the performance capabilities of the wearer. At the
same time, this reduces the risk of the body overheating. The option of joining the jacket and trousers into a closed
system prevents the penetration of rising heat and other hazardous materials.

The adjustable closures on the trouser hem and cuffs also aid in this, providing the wearer with optimal protection
under the special demands providing of technical assistance. Thanks to the special yellow, high-visibility colour, the
human silhouette is provided with optimal visibility in dark ess and inclement weather. Deliberately designed as light
clothing, the Fire Recon THL can also be used for fighting forest and vegetation fires. The Fire Recon is also available
in a Wildland variant with different colouration.

Specifications

Certified according to: EN 1149-5:2018 / EN 16689:2017 / EN ISO 15384:2020
Type: Standard
Composition: 1-layered
Out layer: TFX Aramid/Viscose
Color: Gold/Black Blue/HiVis Yellow
Size: XS – 4XL

Technical specifications

Stand-up collar with hanger
Radio pocket: Length adjustable, with side zipper
Name tag: Personal identification
Flashlight loop: Width adjustable
RFID: Electronic identification system
Inside pockets: Left and right
Front pockets: Inserted
Cuff: Width adjustable
Upper arm pocket: External, left
Short-cut jacket: Freedom of movement
Elbow reinforcement: Abrasion protection
Ergonomically preshaped sleeves: Increased movability
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Inovative outer materials

TFX Aramid/Viscose
The TFX outer fabric is a flame retardant, durable and lightweight fabric developed exclusively for Texport®. TFX
offers very good lightfastness, very good abrasion resistance, it’s lightweight but almost as strong and has one
particularly pleasant wearing comfort as well as keeps its colour after many washes.

TEXPORT® Triple Fabric®
The TEXPORT® Triple Fabric® is a textile reflective stripe that is made from fabric and therefore is extremely
breathable and more durable. The reflective, silverstripe material composition, patented by 3M*, adheres very well to
the structure of the soft fabric. In addition, the TEXPORT® Triple Fabric® is abraded less severely through wear and
washing.
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